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Foreword 

At the beginning of every Madrasah year Hadrat Maulana revises 

many necessary aspects that Asaatizah should keep in mind during 

the course of the year such as the importance of sincerity, Shukr, 

etc. In this Kitaab we have transcribed the advices of Hadrat 

Maulana that were imparted in Shawwal 1435. The advices were 

rendered in the Urdu language but we have attempted to translate 

them into English so that one and all may benefit from these 

advices. May Allah  grant us the Taufeeq to practise. Ameen! 
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Revision 

At the beginning of every year we have a Mudhakara (revision), we 

will not be discussing anything new but rather a revision of things 

that we have heard previously.  

Ikhlaas 

An important matter that we should pay particular attention to is 

Ikhlaas (sincerity). This is something that one should continuously 

ponder over. If one attains great position with thousands of 

Mureeds but becomes slightly negligent in regards to his spiritual 

condition then he will start retrogressing. We have students whom 

we teach, or Mureeds whom we spiritually rectify, but we should 

keep in mind that we are responsible for our own spiritual condition 

first. The example of this is similar to one that throws a ball into the 

air. The ball keeps rising according to the force with which it was 

thrown, but the ball does not stop when the force is exhausted, 

rather it begins to drop at a much faster rate. In a similar manner, 

the moment a person becomes content with himself due to 

acquiring a certificate from the Madrasah or Khilaafat from the 

Sheikh will start dropping.  

Zubaida 

The wife of Haroun-Ar-Rasheed whose name was Zubaida had also 

been blessed greatly by Allah  after her demise. She was seen in a 

dream and asked whether she was blessed due to the social welfare 

work that she carried out, or was it due to the Nahr-Zubaida (a canal 

that she instructed to be dug which provided water for the Hujjaj in 

Makkah Sharif when water wasn’t easily available). She replied, “It 
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was due to certain intentions which I had concealed from the rest of 

mankind.” This clearly indicates the importance of having a sincere 

intention.  

The status of a blacksmith 

When Abdullah ibn Mubarak  passed away, someone saw him in a 

dream and asked him, “How did Allah  deal with you.” He replied, 

“Allah  has blessed me with various favours but my neighbour who 

is a blacksmith has acquired a much higher position.” On awakening, 

the person proceeded to the house of the blacksmith and enquired 

from the wife about her husband, how did he manage to acquire a 

position higher than Abdullah Ibn Mubarak .” The wife said, “He 

was a normal person that carried out his fundamental duties such as 

the Faraaidh, Waajibaat, Sunnat-e-Muakkadah, etc., but he used to 

always say that Abdullah Ibn Mubarak  is accepted by Allah , 

and beloved and famous amongst the people. He therefore receives 

plenty of gifts and is free to spend most of his time in worship 

without having to work. If I had such an income then I too would 

have dedicated my life for the worship of Allah .” This was merely 

an intention in his heart as a result of which Allah  blessed him 

very greatly.  

Ujub 

If a person adopts Ujub, whereby he thinks to himself that he is 

good, then he falls in the sight of Allah  immediately. The reason 

for his decline was vanity which is in reality a spiritual illness. 

Similarly, lack of sincerity is also a spiritual illness and requires 

particular attention. Lack of sincerity could also lead to one’s 
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destruction. One should constantly ask himself the question, “Am I 

really Mukhlis (sincere) or not?” 

The difference in our 24 hour day from others is on 

the basis on Niyyat 

Our Akaabireen and Buzurgs spend a 24 hour day as any other 

human being, they possess strength and energy as other human 

beings. However, they progress tremendously due to their 

intentions. The author of Mazaahir-e-Haq has written that a person 

proceeding to the Masjid can make as many as fifteen intentions. 

For example, there are two brothers or a father and son that are 

proceeding to the Masjid for Salaah. The one makes an intention 

and attains an elevated status whereas the other doesn’t make any 

intention and is therefore unable to acquire the same position.  

Similarly, a person that recites the Quraan Sharif without a Niyyat is 

greatly deprived of reward. Most probably Ibn Katheer  has stated 

that a person can make between 18 and 21 intentions when reciting 

Quraan Sharif. Two people may have recited the same Para, but due 

to only one having an intention, there is a world of a difference 

between the two.   

Hadrat Mufti Mahmood Saheb Gangohi  once visited an Alim that 

was ill. Thereafter Hadrat expressed the various intentions that he 

made, such as visiting the sick, visiting an Alim, and various other 

intentions. He had actually maximized on his intentions. We too visit 

the ill, but we do not make these intentions, whereas these 

intentions will raise our position very greatly.  
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We have now commenced a new Madrasah year and we will be 

teaching Kitaabs to the students. According to the number of 

intentions made, we will be rewarded. Deen is according to the 

intelligence of a person, therefore the more a person uses his 

intelligence in Deen, the more he will be blessed.  

Many employees whilst working under the supervision of their 

employers are unable to fulfil their tasks in a satisfactory manner. 

However, when the very same worker steals from the employer, 

then one is left amazed at the manner in which his mind works. We 

are all intelligent but where do we use our intelligence. A Muslim 

businessman uses his intelligence in business and progresses. If the 

same businessman had used his intelligence in matters of Deen then 

where wouldn’t he reach? 

رکیئگ ایک  ی لقع  این ںیم ریت  د

یئگ رم ںیم اہکں  نی   د

What haven’t your intelligence acquired in Dunya 

Where has it died in matters of Deen  

We don’t use our intelligence in matters of Deen. When we sit for 

Mutaala’a then too we should have a Niyyat, and when teaching 

have a Niyyat as well, in this manner we will accumulate great 

rewards for our actions. There may be two Ustaads that made 

Mutaala’a for an hour each, but there is a world of a difference 

between the two due to their intentions. If the Niyyat of Mutaala’a 

was to impress the students or portray a reflection of one’s 
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potential, then one will be dealt with accordingly. We should 

therefore check and correct our intention at all times.  

Jumuah Khutbah 

Once Hadrat Maulana Yusuf Saheb  delivered the Jumuah Khutba, 

so his father Hadrat Maulana Ilyaas Saheb  asked him, “What was 

your Niyyat when delivering the Khutba?” He replied, “It was to 

deliver the Khutba which we are commanded to do.” He said, “Had 

you made an intention that Allah  conveys the message of the 

Khutbah to the Muslims of the world, then you would have been 

rewarded accordingly.”  

When Allah  instructed Ibrahim  to announce the compulsion of 

Haj there wasn’t a single person available to listen to his call. He 

said, “O Allah! There isn’t anyone here!” Allah  responded, “Your 

duty is to call out the Azaan and it is My duty to convey the 

message.” There are many of our Asaatizah that resided in the little 

villages of India and never left their villages, but people throughout 

the world are benefitting from their works.  

Intention of Tarbiyat 

Amongst other intentions, one particular intention is to attend to 

the Tarbiyat of the students. It is the duty of the Ustaad to ensure 

that the student receives the proper Tarbiyat and nurturing. Only 

imparting the knowledge of Deen is not sufficient.  

Hadrat Thanvi  gives an example which perhaps many of us are 

even aware of. We will shortly be approaching the time of Asr 

Salaah. If a person makes a fresh Wudhu, calls out the Adhaan but 
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does not perform his Salaah, then we will say that he is mentally 

disturbed. This is the example of a person that seeks and imparts 

knowledge but does not act upon the knowledge. The objective of 

acquiring knowledge is acting upon the knowledge. Therefore, we 

shouldn’t only impart knowledge of Deen, but encourage the 

students to act upon Deen, and in fact we should make an effort in 

this particular regard. The final result is in the hands of Allah .  

This means that the Asaatizah have a double fold responsibility, 

teaching the Kitaab in a manner that the students understand it 

well, and be concerned of their Tarbiyat. There is a difference 

between Niyyat and Ikhlaas. We should ponder daily before sleeping 

and on awakening as to how many Niyyats we can make. The work 

will take place here such as studying the kitaab and completing the 

kitaab, but one can make many intentions and earn great rewards.  

Take out some time daily and think of these intentions. This will 

require some time initially but thereafter making these intentions 

will become easy. When sitting to recite the Quraan Sharif, or to 

engage in Zikrullah, these intentions will come to mind without 

spending much time. Allah  grants understanding and opens up 

these intentions to people according to their intelligence and upon 

whomsoever He showers His favours. May Allah  grant us the 

Taufeeq to make a Niyyat and thereafter renew the Niyyat.  

Niyyat of fulfilling the command of Allah  

The Fuqaha have stated that awakening for Sehri itself is considered 

as one’s Niyyat for fasting, else a person wouldn’t wake up to eat 

during the early hours of the morning. However, he should be 
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conscious that he is fulfilling the command of Allah . Shah 

Ata’ullah Bukhari  says, “If a person doesn’t make a Niyyat that he 

is fulfilling the command of Allah  then it is not Ibaadat.” Mufti 

Abdullah Phulpuri  had concurred with this view, which he 

expressed during his visit to South Africa. I then asked Mufti Ahmed 

Khanpuri Saheb D.B. in regards to this view who said that the 

Ibaadat is done, but the Niyyat of fulfilling the command of Allah  

is extremely valuable. For example, if we are teaching a Sabaq due 

to it being a responsibility that we have been shouldered with, then 

it will be fulfilled, but if we make an intention of fulfilling the 

command of Allah  as well, there will be a world of a difference 

between the two.  

Most of the books of Ahadith have commenced with the Hadith on 

Niyyat. We should contemplate over the fact that such great 

Muhadditheen have commenced their books with this Hadith, thus 

there is indication that Ikhlaas plays an extremely important role in 

our lives. 

Niyyat of the angels 

When making Salaam in Salaah, we should make intention of 

greeting the angels too, but unfortunately we are all aware of our 

condition – that is, perhaps very few people make intention of the 

angels. Those that make the Niyyat will attain the benefit whilst 

those that do not make a Niyyat are deprived of the rewards. The 

effects of making Niyyat of the angels are extremely valuable even 

though this may be considered as a Mustahab act.  
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Shukr 

Another important aspect is being grateful unto Allah . Shukr is a 

great quality. Allah  says, “Be grateful, O family of Dawud .” 

What a kingdom Allah  blessed the family of Dawud and Sulaiman 

 with! None after them had enjoyed such a kingdom, neither 

America nor Russia, nor Ceasar nor Alexandra. These bounties were 

bestowed upon the family of Dawud  as a result of them 

expressing their gratitude to Allah . 

Nevertheless, gratitude is a great quality and we should be grateful. 

Allah  has greatly blessed us by allowing us to serve the Quraan 

Sharif and Hadith Sharif in an excellent environment. There isn’t a 

single female in the Madrasah. The moment we leave the 

environment of the Madrasah we are faced with so many Fitnas. In 

the environment of the Madrasah we only hear the name of Allah 

and His Rasul . We hear the Adhaan for every Salaah, students 

from throughout the world come to our institutes. When I go to the 

Masjid for Salaah, I make Shukr to Allah  for including me amongst 

the angels (i.e. the students). If these are not angels of this era then 

who are they? This is an era of Fitna, and these fitnas are open 

before them yet they are studying in the Madrasah.  

We should also make Shukr for our knowledge; Allah  granted us 

the opportunity to keep this knowledge fresh. We have to teach, 

make Mutalaa’a, answer the queries of the students, how beneficial 

isn’t all this for us. Hadrat Mufti Mahmood Saheb  used to say that 

these students are our well wishers as our knowledge remains fresh 

due to them, in fact we increase in our knowledge. Also, these 
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students have become the means of our sustenance. They have 

favoured us greatly.  

In the Quraan Sharif Allah  mentions regarding Hadrat Luqman , 

“Most certainly we had granted Luqman  wisdom so that he is 

grateful unto Allah .” The Hikmah that is referred to in this verse is 

correct knowledge, correct understanding, and correct methodology 

of practise.”  Being grateful unto Allah  is a great bounty. At the 

same time we should remember that Rasulullah  is reported to 

have said, “Whoever is not grateful unto people hasn’t shown 

gratitude unto Allah .” Generally the wife even finds it difficult to 

say ‘Jazakallah’ to the husband. The husband fears to thank the wife 

thinking that she may perhaps start taking advantage of him since 

he is expressing his gratitude, but we cannot imagine Allah  taking 

advantage of us.  

In this Hadith Rasulullah  used the word “An-Naas” – (Whoever is 

not grateful unto people) - which means that one shouldn’t only be 

grateful to his parents, Asaatizah, Sheikh, or some pious person, but 

we should be grateful to any person that has favoured us in anyway. 

Expressing gratitude is indeed a great thing. However, the greatest 

benefactor is Allah , as He is the one that has favoured us.  

We should make Dua for the institute where we teach. A dog that 

gets a piece of bread doesn’t leave the door of its master. We are 

humans, Muslims, Ulema, who should also realise the favours of 

others upon us. The favour of the Madrasah upon us is indeed very 

great. It is because of these Madrasahs that our knowledge is being 

spread throughout the world. How many students of this Madrasah 
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have even started their very own institutes! How many students are 

benefitting from those Madaris, we cannot even imagine.  

A person that eats foods and recites the Dua after eating is also 

considered as one that expresses gratitude. The other is a man that 

eats to his fill, passes his hands over his stomach and expresses 

gratitude from the crevasses of his heart. This is true Shukr even 

though reciting the Dua is also regarded as Shukr.  

There are so many people that are suffering poverty in places such 

as Palestine, Syria, Iraq, etc. We have no shortage on our 

Dastarkhaan. We should at least make Dua to Allah  to feed those 

that are hungry, clothe those that don’t have clothing. How many 

people don’t have homes, no peace, no safety, how many children 

are shot in front of their parents. What don’t we hear of? We do not 

live in such conditions of fear. Those that are in refugee camps do 

not have decent toilets, they have to wait in queues to get to the 

toilet. Allah  has blessed us with the bounties of Dunya and Deen.  

The consequence of ingratitude 

Currently the students are having difficulty in obtaining their visas 

therefore we request the Asaatizah to make Dua that we overcome 

this difficulty.  

Once a delegation of Ulema from Pakistan visited the Halaal 

authorising bodies in South Africa. One Alim from amongst them 

mentioned, “There was a time when students from around the 

globe used to come to Pakistan to study. I don’t know due to which 

downfall of ours the government has now restricted them. You 
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people should not fall into the same error as we had, whether it is 

ingratitude or anything else.”  

Two systems in the world 

We know that there are two systems running in this world. If a 

person makes intention of greeting the angels when making Salaam 

in Salaah, then certain things will open up to him, such as the system 

of the unseen. The one system known to us is of Mushaahada, if a 

hungry person eats then he is satiated, or if a thirsty person drinks 

water then his thirst is quenched, if he takes medication due 

stomach pain then he is cured.” Above this system of cause and 

effect is the system of Allah . By making Niyyat of the angels this 

system (of Allah ) will open up before a person.  

The power of Allah  behind every decision 

The government has new regulations in regards to the application of 

visas for students. This is their system but above them is the system 

of Allah . We read the incident of Abu Abdullah Andalusi  where 

he fell in love with a Christian girl and the terrible consequence that 

followed. This was the outward consequence but in reality he 

passed by a Christian area at the time of Asr. He intended 

performing Salaah but the Christians of the area refused to provide 

water for Wudhu. He then looked down upon the Christians and the 

consequence of this action was that he was attracted to a Christian 

girl. Similarly, due to some error on our side, Allah  can deprive us. 

Sometimes a person feels that the salary of the Madrasah is not 

sufficient so he opens a business, but the actual reason for being 

deprived of teaching in the Madrasah is some sin that one has 
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committed. If one discards the work of Dawat and Tabligh, there has 

to be some reason because of which one is being deprived. 

Worldly knowledge 

Worldly knowledge had commenced since the time of Adam . In 

the Quraan Sharif Allah  states, “He taught Adam  the names of 

all things.” The names of all the worldly things are referred to in this 

verse. Allah  taught him how to sew clothing, build a house, etc. 

Allah  taught Idris  mathematics. The invention of the wheel 

was also taught to him, without which we perhaps cannot function.  

Rasulullah  said, “You may also exercise your mind and 

contemplate whenever I give you Mashwera in worldly matters, but 

in matters of Deen it is the decision of Allah  that we are required 

to abide by.”  

The son of Dr Ismail Memon of Canada mentioned in his lecture that 

all the major scientists that have passed in Islam such as Bu Ali 

Sinaa, Ibn Haitham, etc. have been born from the gatherings of the 

Masaajid. In previous times knowledge was imparted from the 

Masaajid. There weren’t any separate classrooms for imparting 

knowledge. Medical colleges and universities did not exist 

independently, and this was the common practice in all religions. 

Approximately, two to three centuries ago Julius Ceaser made a 

distinction between the two. He referred to worldly knowledge as 

secular education. This is not the correct term for worldly 

knowledge, as worldly knowledge was imparted from the gatherings 

of Deen. Secular refers to all those things that are void of Allah , 

meaning that Allah  has nothing to do with it. 
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In Turkey a dam was built for irrigation. The mayor was about to say 

that this was built by the Fadhl of Allah . He was stopped 

immediately and not permitted to continue with his speech. He was 

told that this dam was not built by the Fadhl of Allah , rather it 

was our own achievement. The mayor apologised for his error, but 

then too, he was dismissed from his position. 

When flying by plane we are told that we will reach our destination 

in so many hours but the pilot never takes the name of Allah . This 

is the meaning of secular, that education which excludes Allah . 

The governments of the world are also secular governments, 

meaning that Allah  has no involvement in the running of the 

country at all. The world that we live in has become secular, and 

unfortunately even Ulema have become secular. Maulana Alimia 

Saheb  has written that it is of great pain that the children and 

great grandchildren of great Ulema have distanced themselves from 

Deen. There is poison in secular education, in fact in the word 

secular itself. 

Wahi 

Had it not been for Wahi, we wouldn’t have known various things. 

Knowledge is generally acquired with the five senses but being 

informed of certain things is totally dependent on Wahi, such as our 

place of origination, place of return, the hidden hand that controls 

the affairs of the world, etc.  These cannot be acquired through the 

five senses but only through Wahi.  

The first chapter of Bukhari Sharif is, “How did Wahi commence?” 

The manner in which Wahi commenced is a separate topic and Wahi 
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itself is a separate chapter. It is absolutely necessary to explain to 

students the position of Wahi. Maulana Inayatullah Saheb who led 

the Janaazah Salaah of Hadrat Maulana Maseehullah Saheb  also 

indicated towards this point in one of his discourses.  

We have recently heard that a young 17 or 18 year old girl has 

travelled abroad to study with male companions, yet she hails from 

a pious home. One person that went to the same university to study 

mentioned that in every corner one has to face Fitna. The Fitnas are 

non-stop like the waves of the ocean. Pork, wine, girls, etc. are 

available at every corner. If the importance of Wahi is not explained 

then there is a fear that our children or grandchildren may be 

affected with this Fitna.  

Kitaabul Fitan 

A very important chapter that should be thoroughly discussed with 

students is Kitaab-ul-Fitan which pertains to Dajjal. The evils that will 

be visible before the appearance of Dajjal are openly visible before 

our eyes, and hardly any person can be saved from them. All the evil 

that is present in the world is now available at the touch of a button. 

An effort should be made in explaining this chapter of Fitan as effort 

is made in explaining Kitaab-ul-Imaan. We have received reports 

about Ulema in the USA that are wearing jeans and t-shirts. Whilst 

we were in Malawi we met a student in a certain Masjid that studied 

at our institute, but we were unable to tell that this is a Muslim.  

Considering oneself as a Jaahil 

Hadrat Maulana Hussein Ahmad Madani  used to say to the 

graduating students that the person that thinks that I am now an 
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Aalim will remain a Jaahil. The person that continues teaching after 

graduating, there is hope that he will become an Alim. When Hadrat 

Maulana Fakhrud-Deen Saheb  had passed away then Qari 

Muhammad Tayyib Saheb  said, “Certainly, this was an Alim.” The 

Buzurgs have said that Imaam Abu Hanifa , Hadrat Maulana 

Rasheed Ahmad Gangohi   were true Ulema.  

Relationship with students 

We should also be concerned of the Kitaabs that have been 

entrusted to us. We’ve got to simplify the Kitaab for our students, 

which is part of our responsibility. We shouldn’t be concerned of 

giving long lectures, rather be concerned of whether the students 

understand it or not. It can easily be told from facial expressions 

whether the students understand the lesson or not, therefore it is 

necessary to look at the students whilst addressing them. Hadrat 

Hakim Saheb  used to say, “You have to still drink something from 

the eyes and you have to be given something to drink.” When the 

eyes meet there is a lengthy story to it. 

When the gaze of Maulana Jalalud-Deen Rumi  met with his 

Sheikh Hadrat Shams Tabrez , it changed his entire life. We 

shouldn’t only be concerned of imparting the lesson but we should 

be concerned of whether the students understood the lesson or not. 

If they have understood the lesson then we are successful. If we 

delivered an impressive lecture but they haven’t understood then 

we haven’t achieved anything. We should also try and complete the 

Kitaab which we are teaching, and at the same time try explaining it 

to them correctly to the best of our ability. 
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We should also be concerned of being punctual on time for classes. 

This certainly has an effect on the students. Maulana Badr-e-Aalam 

Saheb  used to come to the classroom 5 minutes before Sabaq. He 

wouldn’t leave the classroom before time. This is absolutely 

essential. Another major problem that we face with school teachers 

and Asaatizah is that they are on duty, but busy on their cell phones. 

If they are not engaged in conversation then they are looking at the 

messages on the phone. Some even respond to the messages that 

they receive. The cell phone is no longer a cell phone rather it is a 

hell phone. The Asaatiza should leave their phones at home or 

switch them off when on duty. If there is an emergency at home, the 

office can be contacted.     

Listening attentively to Asbaaq  

Those Ustaads that teach Hifz classes should listen attentively to the 

students. Due to the inattentiveness of the Ustaad, errors that 

aren’t corrected remain with the students for the rest of their lives. 

When the students are rectified later in life, he thinks to himself; 

how is it that my Ustaad didn’t correct me, yet I had read to him so 

many times.  

Those Asaatizah that are teaching Tarkeeb should ensure that the 

student understands the Fa’ail, Maf’ool, Mansoobaat, Marfoo’aat, 

etc. in the sentence. The meaning must be clearly understood. Our 

English teacher used to have a grammatical analysis in class. If the 

student was incorrect in analysing a sentence, the remainder of the 

students will correct him, in the presence of the teacher. This is a 

very good system of teaching Tarkeebs.  
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Tauba 

We should all make Tauba as we are unable to fulfil the rights of the 

work. Where can we ever imagine presenting anything before Allah 

?  A student of ours wrote a Kitaab on Seerat and asked as to how 

should he present it before Rasulullah . I told him that we can only 

make Tauba and Istighfaar, where can we fulfil the rights of 

Rasulullah ? Sometimes we think that we have done great work 

and fulfilled the rights of Rasulullah .  

We sometimes use the word prophet for Rasulullah  whereas 

according to the English dictionary the word prophet refers to a 

gypsy or fortune teller. Thereafter to sanctify it we say holy prophet. 

If one says holy prophet or Halaal beer, it doesn’t change anything. 

This proves that sometimes we are showing disrespect, yet we think 

that we are praising Rasulullah . We should actually make Tauba 

and Istighfaar. 

Allah  explains the Istighfaar (seeking forgiveness) of the Sahaaba 

at the time of Sehri. Hadrat Aisha  asked Rasulullah  whether 

these people are amongst those that were involved in stealing, 

Zinah, etc. He replied, “These are those that engaged in Tahajjud 

Salaah, fasted during the day, discharged charity, etc.” Allah  loves 

those acts of worship which comprises of Istighfaar at the end. 

Therefore at the end of Salaah we make Dua,  

 اللهم اىن ظلمت نفسى ظلما كثريا

O Allah, I have greatly wronged myself 
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This Dua was taught to us as we are unable to fulfil the right of 

Salaah which is such a great Ibaadat. Hadrat Hakim Saheb  used to 

say, when guests visit you then in spite of serving them to the best 

of your ability you seek forgiveness at the time of their departure. 

This is the best attitude towards one’s guest. If a person tells the 

guest that I had served you very well, what opinion will the guest 

have of the host? Similarly, if a person thinks that he has made the 

Ibaadat of Allah , then what value will such a person have by Allah 

?  

Concern for acceptance 

Finally the main thing is acceptance. One person taught Bukhari 

Sharif, and then a person came from the village and requested him 

to teach him Surah Fateha. On teaching him Surah Fateha, Allah  

granted him salvation. We should be concerned of acceptance from 

Allah . If a person knew that his actions are accepted then he will 

possess pride, so not knowing whether our actions are accepted or 

not is a great favour of Allah . As long as we are unaware of the 

acceptance of our actions we will adopt humbleness and lower 

ourselves. If a normal person carries out some simple action but it is 

accepted, his work has been done. We should beg Allah  to accept.  

When reciting the Dua,  

 ربنا تقبل منا

we are actually telling Allah  that our actions are not worthy of 

acceptance but through Your Fadhl accept it from us. May Allah  

accept from us all! Ameen!    
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